The Lean Mindset – Driving a Sustainable Business
Aspire is an innovative new consultancy that is founded on strong Lean & Operational expertise.
We ensure that we work closely with our clients, and only deliver what is necessary to meet the
clients’ needs. Our mantra is to reduce or eliminate all “waste”, whether it be process,
transactional, environmental or energy. “Fat” is the unnecessary waste that the customer is not
prepared to pay for. Our Principal and Founder John Cockburn‐Evans is also a certified ESOS Lead
Energy Assessor, and Fellow of the Institution of Chemical Engineers. He has consulted on
“Operations Excellence” with multiple global clients, and coached at all levels of organisations
including C‐Level, Directors & VP’s. John has also led OPEX transformations at smaller operating
sites with 20‐50 people in addition to those of 2000+ people. Everything that we do is executed so
that it is totally sustainable for the client. We create a “Lean” Mindset at all levels of the
organisation and offer continuous coaching to maintain this. Aspire can also execute Energy
Assessments and provide sustainability plans for mid‐size SME’s and Corporates. John also has a
wealth of experience with executing small, large and medium capital projects.

Specific Deliverable Work






Operational Excellence Consulting founded on Lean Methodologies and waste removal.
The design & implementation of Operational Excellence systems
Training on Lean Tools & Principles
Continuous Improvement Events & Problem Solving
Detailed Energy Assessments & Execution. Licensed to frame, scope, deliver and approve
Energy Assessments under the government ESOS Scheme for large SME’s
 Cultural Transformation guidance and execution including training on role modelling and
behavioural shift
 Executive & Leadership Coaching
At Aspire we have a network of over 10,000 business coaches globally through iPEC & The
International Coaching Federation, and Consulting Associates in Sustainability, Project
Management, Structured Problem Solving, and other related disciplines.
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